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Comfort that
really hits
the spot.
When your horse is feeling stiff or sore,
you want soothing liniment on the horse,
not your hands. That’s why we put our
trusted and time-tested Vetrolin liniment
in a 360 degree bottle that sprays from
any angle: up, down, even upside down.
So the soothing relief hits all the right
spots, while leaving your hands spotless.
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5 KEYS TO PREVENTING

TENDON INJURIES
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Keep these critical
structures safe by
following a few
commonsense
guidelines.
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A

tendon injury is never insignificant. To heal properly, the
horse will need a minimum
of several weeks of complete
rest, followed by several more weeks
of a reduced workload. Worse, tendon
injuries are often career ending.
The problem isn’t that tendons are
particularly fragile---in fact, these fibrous tissues that connect muscles to
bone are very resilient---but that their
repair process is slow and inefficient.
The collagen fibers laid down during

healing do not follow the same tidy
pattern as the original fibers, and
inelastic scar tissue may fill in much
of the defect. Even when a tendon
injury heals, the area is often at high
risk for re-injury.
Fortunately, commonsense management goes a long way toward reducing
your horse’s risk of tendon injuries--and preserving the health of his entire musculoskeletal system. Here are
the steps you can take to protect your
horse’s tendons.
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1.

Examine your horse’s legs daily.

The more familiar you are with
the contours and characteristics of your
horse’s lower limbs, the more likely you
will be able to recognize slight changes
in them that may indicate trouble. Even
minor heat, swelling or tenderness is
cause for further investigation. Tendon
strains do not always initially lead to
lameness, so don’t assume that because
your horse isn’t limping the changes
you see are inconsequential.

2.

Pay attention to footing. Slick,

deep or inconsistent footing can
overstress a tendon with a single step.
Of course, you can’t always ride on
ideal surfaces, but when you’re not sure
about the terrain, switch to a slower gait
and pay attention to your horse’s reaction---he’s likely to know what speed he
can handle. Also remember that inconsistent footing---which changes from

IN FOCUS:

shallow to deep and back, for instance--can be especially treacherous.

3.

Maintain hoof health. Regular

hoof care, including thoughtful
trimming and shoeing, will protect
the health of your horse’s tendons.
Hoof imbalances can lead to tendon
injuries by increasing strain on leg
structures beyond their intended load.
For instance, a horse with long toes and
low heels will put increased pressure
on his superficial digital flexor tendon.
Horses with conformation faults are
even more vulnerable to such imbalances. Work with your farrier to develop
a schedule that suits your horse’s needs
and stick to it.

4.

Keep him fit. Many injuries occur
when a horse’s body is pushed
beyond its limits. Tendons aren’t directly strengthened by work, but muscles

can cause further injury.
 Signs: Heat, swelling and
tenderness at the site of the
injury. The level of lameness will
 Definition: Trauma to the
vary depending on the type and
location of the injury.
fibers that make up tendon
 Causes: Single mistissue. Strains occur when
steps that put a momentary
individual tendon fibers are
stretched and inflamed; sprains but harmful excess load on a
tendon almost instantly cause
involve the breakage of the
recognizable injury. More frefibers. When fibers are damaged or broken, fluid floods the quently, however, tendons are
damaged by chronic stress or
area, creating pressure that

Tendon injuries
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and bones are, improving the resilience of the entire musculoskeletal
system. Develop a conditioning
program based on your horse’s current fitness level and the level of
work you’d like him to do regularly.
Make the program progressive---increasing the speed or the length of
the work incrementally, but never
at the same time---and consistent.
Consult with your veterinarian if
you need guidance.

5.

Don’t overwork him. Even fit

horses can become tired, and
exhaustion increases the risk of tendon injury. If your horse ever seems to
be struggling to maintain his pace or
balance during a ride, slow down and
let him recover. You need to push a
horse a bit to improve his fitness and
skills, but pushing him too hard invites a disastrous misstep.

imbalances that lead to small,
cumulative traumas. The tendon
structure starts to fail and the
injury becomes noticeable only
when these small defects reach
a critical threshold.
 Diagnosis: Tendon injuries
can typically be diagnosed
through a physical exam, particularly if a “bow” can be seen on
the back of the leg. Ultrasound
can determine the extent of the
injury and monitor healing.

 Treatment: Cold therapy
immediately after the injury
helps minimize inflammation.
Stall rest is usually prescribed
for several days or weeks
depending on the severity of
the injury. Later, the horse may
be gradually returned to work,
starting with short periods
of hand-walking followed by
restrictive turnout. The risk of
re-injury during this recovery
period is significant.
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